be convection airflow patterns. In addition to dependable hydraulic thermostats, energy-saving low-wattage heaters, and platinum resistance temperature sensors (simply the most sensitive electronic controllers available). In short, there's an Isotemp to fit your every need—whether it be budget, application, or workload.

Then there's that new Isotemp look. Attractive. Stylish. A handsome addition to any lab.

Isotemp. It's the new line of ovens and incubators that gives you more than constant temperatures. Send for a free bulletin by writing: Fisher Scientific Company, 711 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15219. Or call (412) 562-8543.

from Fisher
only air is lighter

For the name of a local PRECISA dealer contact:

Johnson scale co.

"Leaders in Electronic Weighing Systems"
PRECISA BALANCE DIVISION

(201) 226-2100

P.O. BOX 1329, 235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
WEST CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY 07006

Circle No. 18 on Readers’ Service Card
This high precision scope can help you see things you've never seen before.

You'll see things you're looking for, and better yet, things you never suspected, because never before has an oscilloscope had such high resolution and accuracy.

Nicolet oscilloscopes have more than ten times the resolution and accuracy of almost all other digital scopes, lots more memory (including internal disk memory for completely non-volatile records), and better displays, both XY and YT.

You don't have to be a computer operator to use them. They're convenient, yet versatile. They're also well proven. Thousands are in effective use today, with new orders setting records every month.

For more information on how the Nicolet 2090 series can help you get more out of your research, simply circle the reader service card or call 608/271-3333.

Or write: Nicolet Instrument Corporation, 5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711.

Nicolet Oscilloscopes

Nicolet Instrument Corporation
OSCILLOSCOPE DIVISION
Sales and Service Offices Worldwide

Circle No. 136 on Readers' Service Card
THE BALANCES WITH THE RANGE & ACCURACY YOU NEED.

SARTORIUS CAN WEIGH UP TO 80g... OR 60,000g

FULLY ELECTRONIC WEIGHING, WITH ACCURACIES FROM 0.0001g to 1.0g

- Choice of models with capacity/accuracy combinations appropriate for virtually any weighing application, whether several milligrams or several kilograms.
- Microprocessor-equipped, with large, bright digital display, reading stability indicator, instant electronic taring/memory and BCD-output.
- Optional plug-in keyboard programmers permit immediate weight conversions, mean weight, net weight and % weighings, parts counting or variation of integration time (for animal weighings).
- High-capacity models feature giant pans with flat surface to facilitate weighing bulky objects, large containers or animals. Up to 80% of the balance top is usable weighing area.

Sartorius...those remarkable yellow balances.
For our full-color catalog, write: Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Subsidiary of Sybron Corporation, Cantiague Road, Westbury, N.Y. 11590, or call 516/334-7500.